
WORLDS FISH SUPPLY RUNNING OUT ESSAY

In the first of a series of five essays on declining global resources, Roger Many of the world's great rivers carry so much
nutrient run-off from farms helped the per-capita supply of fish for humans to reach an all-time high.

Harmful practices such as bottom trawling can be banned altogether. While scientists are making a great effort
to quantify how infrastructure systems such as roads and buildings affect the habitats that surround them, the
impacts of extracting construction minerals such as sand and gravel to build those structures have been
overlooked. As a result, we know little about the true global costs of sand mining and consumption. Lyne, V.
Collie, Christopher Costello, Michael J. The second reason is because a lot of people like fishes and the pretty
sites that happen underwater. FAO Yearbook. Fishing also has impacts on broader ecosystems. Hutchinson,
Thomas H. Developed countries around the world have more demand for seafood than they can supply from
their own waters. Steinfeld, Henning, Pierre Gerber, T. Troubled Waters,  Oppenlander, Richard. Field, C. Sea
Shepherd. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter Submit to Reddit The global fish stocks are depleting at
alarming rates, much faster than reported by the UN, a study found. Jackson, J. Mood, Alison. Some cetacean
species, such as minke whales, dolphins and porpoises, do indeed feed on commercially important fish species
such as herring, cod and mackerel, as well as on other species without commercial value. New York: Back
Bay Books,  An estimated  The UN food and agriculture organisation FAO has estimated that 70 percent of
the fish population is fully used, overused or in crisis. Water makes earth habitable compared to other planets
that that do not have water Bullis, H. The new numbers underscore a problem that many scientists have known
about for some time. Radar, sonar, helicopters, and spotter planes are all used to guide factory ships towards
dwindling schools of fish. How did this happen? Sumaila, U.


